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Venture underground to discover 
the secrets of this Forgotten World
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…all rolled into a fantastic trip with one 
of the best Mine Explorers in Britain
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Grab this rare opportunity 
to venture into the abandoned 
and forgotten world of the slate 
miner. Feel the dark, damp 
mine’s history come alive as 
your expert guide shares its 
stories. An authentic adventure 
into a hidden world. 

Braich Goch slate mine 
was hand dug by Victorian 
miners. Mining started in 
1836 and continued until 
the 1970s when the door 
creaked shut for the last 
time, leaving a virtually 
untouched time capsule.

Taster Trip  (1 hr)

Great for families and anyone 
wanting to try it out. 
Adult: £13.50, Child (8-15): £8.50.
    ¼ mile (min age 8)

Mine Explorer 
Trip  (2 hrs)

Explore deep into the mine 
workings with optional use of 
ropes, ladders and scrambling. 
Be thrilled by the mine’s stories.  
Price: £29 / person.
    ½ mile (min age 10)

Half Day Mine 
Expedition  (4 hrs)

With optional use of ropes, ladders 
and scrambling you will explore 
deeper, venturing into rarely visited 
parts of the mine. Exhilarating fun.  
Price: £56 / person.
    2 miles (min age 13) Limited availability

We run small personalised trips – 
pre booking is highly recommended 
and available up to the day before. 
Fancy exploring today? Call us, 
or call by, we may have a trip running.

Important information
The temperature is a cool year-round 8˚C so dress in 
warm clothes, you may get a bit dirty and walk through 
ankle deep water. We recommend walking boots/wellies 
with 2 pairs of socks. Wellies provided if needed.

FIND US at Corris Craft 
Centre in Mid Wales on the 
A487 between Machynlleth 
and Dolgellau SY20 9RF. 

� 01654 761244

Corris Mine 
Explorers

 choose your 

ADVENTURE

“Absolutely fantastic thing 
to do. Guide is brilliant 
and this is truly an experience 
like no other. Utterly 
breathtaking bit of exploring.” 
Kingofgeography – explored 2017
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Check us
out on

Our two longer trips can largely be 
tailored to your interests and ability – 
be it history, adventure or something 
a bit more adrenaline pumping.

Book online – www.corrismineexplorers.co.uk
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